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Letter from the dean
September 2016
To the New York Law School Community:
On behalf of the faculty, administration, and Trustees
of New York Law School, I am pleased to present you
with our third annual report marking the progress and
outcomes achieved to date in implementing our 2013
Strategic Plan.
This year, NYLS celebrated its 125th Anniversary
which provided a powerful backdrop against which to
showcase the many exciting and innovative ways NYLS
is charting new academic and career pathways for its students in the structurally
changing legal marketplace. To do this we adopted a new curriculum, opened a new
clinical and experiential learning center like none other in American legal education—
The Joe Plumeri Center for Social Justice and Economic Opportunity—and engaged
in an effort to even more comprehensively involve students, faculty, alumni, and
friends of the School in every aspect of our institution.
In the following pages you will see how we made such meaningful progress. While
our important work is ongoing, the new NYLS will continue to pursue a core mission
built over its first 125 years, always recognizing our special role as an innovator that
has fueled the development and diversity of the profession in a way worthy of a
place known as New York’s law school.

Anthony W. Crowell
Dean and President
Professor of Law
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The Mission of
New York Law School
To provide an extraordinary and innovative educational
experience that embodies the fundamental values of
the legal system and creates a bridge from scholarship
and service to leadership and practice;
To offer a vibrant, diverse, and forward-thinking center
of legal studies where students develop the knowledge,
skills, and professional values to serve their clients and
have successful careers advancing justice, building the
economy, and serving the various needs of modern
society; and,
To serve as an incubator of ideas and actions to be
emulated throughout New York City, the nation, and the
world.
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THE NYLS STRATEGIC PLAN:
GOALS, PRIORITIES, AND OUTCOMES
In 2013, New York Law School issued its Strategic Plan. The plan set forth: (1) five broad strategic goals to be
achieved; (2) 32 priority action items—priorities—in support of the strategic goals; and (3) seven outcomes
used to measure progress.

Goals guide our planning
Priorities inform our activities
Outcomes measure our progress

Strategic Goals
Academic Excellence and Innovation
Ensuring Academic Excellence and Innovation by Aligning Our Offerings with Student
Goals and the Needs of the Market.

Career Success
Supporting Students and Graduates in the Transition from Law Student to Lawyer.

Intellectual Life
Supporting the Scholarly Community.

Community Engagement
Strengthening Partnerships and Connections Among Our Students, Faculty, Alumni,
and Supporters Across the NYLS Community.

Operations
Driving Operational Efficiencies and Adopting a Culture of Transparency, Accountability,
and Affordability.
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Strategic Priorities Scorecard
This scorecard depicts the progress made in completing our strategic priorities, which were identified as action items in support
of the strategic goals. Some priorities require continuous effort; therefore, they are not expected to be “completed” but rather
will remain an ongoing activity. This year’s report reflects progress made on each priority since the summer of 2014.

KEY:

in planning

STARTED

Substantial Progress Made

Academic Excellence and Innovation

COMPLETED

2014

2015

2016

2014

2015

2016

Ensuring that the Law School’s students, faculty, and staff reflect the diversity and excellence that are
New York City’s greatest strengths.
Understanding and responding to the market forces that will shape and be influenced by the legal
profession in the next five to 10 years.
Helping all students—part-time and full-time—achieve their aspirations by focusing on core
competencies they must possess to succeed, including fostering a culture of professionalism and
intellectual curiosity from day one.
Making bar passage a top priority for students through engagement and partnership with the faculty
and administration.
Rationalizing our curriculum through assessment, refinement, and new investment to align our
academic programs with the needs of the market.
Recruiting new full- and part-time (adjunct) professors whose areas of expertise match the needs of
the market and the institution.
Evaluating every center, institute, and program to enhance the student experience and ensure
connections to project-based, clinical, and other experiential learning opportunities, and pro bono
service.
Strengthening experiential education by implementing 13 new clinics, including a clinical third-year,
and providing opportunities for professional development and work experience.
Developing new degree and certificate programs in areas where more specialized legal education can
be critical to success and will help differentiate the Law School in the market.
Setting and assessing student performance outcomes to ensure that teaching methods and programs
are responsive to the learning goals and needs of students.

Career success
Requiring from every student, from day one, engagement and partnership with the Law School’s faculty,
administration, other students and student groups, and the alumni community.
Ensuring that our Admissions, Academic Affairs, Career Planning, Alumni Relations, and Pro Bono
Initiatives offices work closely together to provide the right guidance and programming for day, evening,
accelerated division, and graduate students, to develop their personal academic, career, and bar pass
plans.
Forging alliances with trustees, other alumni and friends, adjunct faculty, and employers to ensure
that our students and graduates have access to critical networks of firms, businesses, government
agencies, nonprofits, and bar associations and other professional organizations, to create a reliable
pipeline of job opportunities in traditional and nontraditional roles for J.D.s.
Expanding career development programs and launching new initiatives to ensure that students and
alumni develop and display leadership and professionalism, and have the most advanced knowledge,
skills, and mentoring needed to compete for and benefit from desirable externships, and summer and
permanent employment opportunities.
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intellectual life

2014

2015

2016

2014

2015

2016

2014

2015

2016

Committing New York Law School’s resources to support the faculty’s scholarly priorities.
Identifying and recommending opportunities for faculty to develop scholarship to advance societal
goals in collaboration with the private, public, and nonprofit sectors in New York City and beyond.
Increasing student participation in research and scholarship to enhance student learning and
intellectual growth.
Ensuring that there is adequate mentoring and other resources to help junior faculty realize their goals.
Promoting the expertise of the faculty in their respective fields to the media and scholarly
conferences that will most benefit faculty members and the Law School.
Supporting faculty who wish to engage in the use of social media to reach mass audiences and have
direct and immediate impact.
Developing proposals to take advantage of unique funding opportunities for faculty scholarship
provided by foundations, individuals, corporations, nonprofits, and government.

community engagement
Strengthening connections among alumni and the NYLS community as a whole.
Offering all students and alumni strategic connections to public interest, government, and other
organizations for pro bono opportunities. Assisting students, full-time and part-time, in the fulfillment
of their pro bono requirement.
Creating new strategic partnerships to elevate the status of the Law School and generate new financial
support.
Expanding our Continuing Legal Education and Executive Education programming to provide lifelong
learning opportunities to our graduates and others in the government, private-sector, and nonprofit
arenas.

operations
Being highly sensitive to the costs of legal education and making every effort to stabilize tuition and
expand the availability of meaningful scholarships to the student body.
Fostering institution building by developing well-informed, short- and long-term financial plans; using
sophisticated data and econometrics, and predictive models; and focusing on disciplined and strategic
investment.*
Continuing rigorous, timely, and accurate compliance with accreditation standards and other
requirements affecting operations.
Scaling operations to meet changing demands while ensuring quality of service.
Ensuring that metrics, and a commitment to transparency and accountability, are infused into every
aspect of the Law School’s staffing, planning, programs, operations, and communications.
Creating new scorecards to report on key activities in support of our goals so that the NYLS
community can monitor performance progress.
Promoting a culture of professionalism; ensuring awareness of the goals, mission, and objectives of
the Law School; and fostering a continuous engagement in the operational and academic institutional
goals—among staff and administration alike.

*Our short- and long-term financial plans did not rely on econometric or predictive models.
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Strategic Outcomes
In its Strategic Plan, New York Law School committed to focus on achieving specific outcomes that reflect
NYLS’s pedagogical and scholarly activities. In this section of the report we detail the accomplishments of the
past year that demonstrate our progress toward achieving these outcomes.

NYLS is recognized as an influential leader and innovator in legal education
and scholarship, and attracts and fosters a dynamic and diverse community
of students, faculty, and supporters.

NYLS students graduate with the legal skills, knowledge, and professional
values needed to advance justice, make meaningful contributions to society,
and achieve professional success.

NYLS students and alumni have a wide range of opportunities in the law
and law-related professions, including: business and financial services;
government and public interest; and intellectual property, media, technology,
and applied sciences.

NYLS supports its expert and innovative faculty in the development and
promotion of scholarship and pedagogy.

NYLS fosters community engagement and partnerships that support and
advance institutional goals and those of students, faculty, alumni, and the
broader profession.

NYLS fulfills its commitment to be “New York’s law school” by contributing
to the vitality of New York City and beyond as a provider of quality legal
education, new opportunities, and service to a broad community.

NYLS operates efficiently to increase affordability for students and to provide
the NYLS community a lifetime of rewarding programs and services.
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Strategic
Outcomes
The following section sets forth the programs,
initiatives, and efforts that we have undertaken in
the past year to make progress toward achieving
the strategic outcomes that we established in our
Strategic Plan. While much progress has been
made in all areas, we have selected the most
meaningful highlights to include here.
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strategic plan progress and outcomes

NYLS is recognized as an influential leader and innovator in legal education and
scholarship, and attracts and fosters a dynamic and diverse community of students,
faculty, and supporters.

2015–2016 Progress Update
National Recognition
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

 YLS jumped in the U.S. News & World Report law school rankings for the third straight year, marking the
N
most progress in its ranking of any school in New York State during that period.
NYLS maintained a prominent ranking for its Part-Time Evening Division Program—#38 in the nation—from
U.S. News & World Report.
For the past two years, NYLS has been ranked among the top law schools for clinical and experiential
learning in New York State and nationally by The National Jurist.
 he NYLS LL.M. in Taxation was ranked #1 for the sixth consecutive year in the New York Law Journal
T
Reader Rankings, and was ranked #2 in New York State, and #15 nationally among Taxation programs, by
The National Jurist based on rankings made by those hiring corporate tax lawyers.
NYLS was ranked #2 nationally in Law Street Media’s “Top Schools for Real Estate in 2016.”
 YLS was recognized by both U.S. News & World Report and The National Jurist’s Pre-Law magazine for its
N
efforts to ensure a diverse and inclusive community, including launching an Office of Diversity and Inclusion,
issuing the School’s first Institutional Diversity Plan, appointing members of NYLS staff as deputy diversity
officers, and establishing a Faculty Committee on Diversity and Inclusion. These efforts are achieving results
—the entering class in fall 2015 was 38 percent racially and ethnically diverse, an increase of 3 percentage
points over the prior year.
NYLS was ranked #16 by The Hispanic Outlook in Higher Education Magazine in its December 2015 ranking
of “Top 25 Law Schools for Hispanics.”
 YLS received an “A” for its Intellectual Property and Technology Law programs, and an “A-” for its offerings
N
in Environmental Law from The National Jurist’s preLaw magazine in February 2016.
 YLS’s Alternative Dispute Resolution Skills Program was awarded an “A” rating by The National Jurist’s
N
preLaw magazine in spring 2016.
 YLS was ranked #11 by Bisnow magazine in a ranking of “Unexpected Design: 13 Architecturally Interesting
N
Law School Buildings” across the country which recognized the innovative and state-of-the art design and
functionality of the NYLS urban campus.
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Notable Acknowledgements
n

n

n

n

 he Honorable Robert A. Katzmann, Chief Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second
T
Circuit, received an honorary degree and addressed graduates at the 2016 Commencement Exercises.
 harles E. Phillips Jr. ’93, Chief Executive Officer of Infor, and member of the NYLS Board of Trustees, was
C
awarded the President’s Medal of Honor at the 2016 Commencement Exercises.
 YLS welcomed the following new members to its Board of Trustees: Meryl Lieberman ’81, a founding
N
member and partner of Traub Lieberman Straus & Shrewsberry LLP; Emerson S. Moore II ’99, General
Counsel and Senior Vice President of TMP Worldwide, a global leader in talent acquisition technologies;
Joe Plumeri ’15 (Hon.), Vice Chair of the Board of Directors for First Data, a global payments technology
solutions company; and, Zygmunt (Zygi) Wilf ’74, a real estate developer and principal owner of the NFL’s
Minnesota Vikings.
N
 YLS continued to be a destination for notable speakers and events, cementing its reputation as a place to
cultivate important dialogue on critical issues. Some of those who appeared on campus in the past year include:
– Steven Banks, Commissioner, NYC Human Resources Administration/Department of Social Services
– Vicki Been, Commissioner, NYC Department of Housing Preservation & Development
– William J. (Bill) Bratton, Commissioner, New York City Police Department
– Richard Buery, Deputy Mayor for Strategic Policy Initiatives, NYC Office of the Mayor
– Victor Calise, Commissioner, NYC Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities
– Robert Capers, U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of New York
– Gladys Carrion, Commissioner, NYC Administration for Children’s Services
– Darcel Clark, District Attorney, Bronx County
– The Honorable Janet DiFiore, Chief Judge, Court of Appeals of the State of New York
– The Honorable Fern Fisher, Deputy Chief Administrative Judge, New York City Courts
– Helen D. Foster, Commissioner, New York State Division of Human Rights
– J effrey B. Gerwirtz, Executive Vice President of Business Affairs & Chief Legal Officer, Barclays Center,
Brooklyn Nets, New York Islanders (business operations), Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum
– The Honorable Alvin K. Hellerstein, U.S. District Court Judge, Southern District of New York
– The Honorable Sterling Johnson Jr., U.S. District Court Judge, Eastern District of New York
– The Honorable John G. Koeltl, U.S. District Court Judge, Southern District of New York
– Jessica Lappin, President, Downtown Alliance
– Donna Lieberman, Executive Director, New York Civil Liberties Union
– The Honorable Jonathan Lippman, former Chief Judge, Court of Appeals of the State of New York
– Shola Olatoye, Chair and CEO, New York City Housing Authority
– Mark Peters, Commissioner, NYC Department of Investigation
– Christine C. Quinn, President and CEO, Women in Need, and former Speaker, New York City Council
– The Honorable Shira A. Scheindlin, former U.S. District Court Judge, Southern District of New York
– Carlo A. Scissura, President and CEO, Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce
– Miguel de Serpa Soares, Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs and Legal Counsel, United Nations
– Merryl Tisch, former Chancellor, New York State Board of Regents
– Carl Weisbrod, Chair, NYC Planning Commission
– Mary Jo White, Chair, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, and former U.S. Attorney for the
Southern District of New York
– Maya Wiley, former Counsel to Mayor Bill de Blasio
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Institutional Support
n

In fiscal year 2016, NYLS raised more than $8 million, largely attributable to several significant gifts. The
School’s outreach continues to yield increases in the number of donors to NYLS programs and scholarship,
some of which are noted here.
– A
 donation from Shirley and Avrum Vann ’67 in support of the Blanche and Bert Vann Memorial
Scholarship; the establishment of the Seymour ’68 and Esta Fuchsberg Memorial Scholarship,
a substantial fund endowed by their children; creation of the Alternative Dispute Resolution Skills
Program Fund, made possible by a contribution from James A. Tricarico Jr. ’77 and Edward D. Jones &
Co.; and the establishment of the Alvin J. Bronstein ’51 Civil Rights and Social Justice Award, made
possible by the contributions of his family and friends.
– S
 pecial contributions to the School by NYLS Trustees include a Lecture Hall Naming Gift from NYLS
Trustee Norman J. Radow ’81, and a gift to create a performance fellowship program with the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Arts in London from NYLS Trustee Cynthia G. Senko Rosicki ‘86.

spotlight
In 2010, NYLS received the largest donation in its history—a gift of $20 million from the C.V.
Starr Foundation in honor of its chairman, Maurice R. (Hank) Greenberg ’50. The C.V. Starr
Scholarship Fund is the largest endowed scholarship at NYLS and recipients, known as C.V.
Starr Scholars, have gone into a wide range of professions including as advocates, entrepreneurs,
public servants, and business leaders. Today there are Starr Scholars in prestigious roles in AmLaw
200 firms including Cleary Gottlieb; DLA Piper; Fried Frank; Paul, Weiss; Weil Gotshal; and Willkie
Farr. Scholars have also achieved success beyond traditional legal practice, including in leadership
roles at American Express, AIG, and Condé Nast. In addition, many Starr Scholars hold prominent
positions with public interest organizations and with New York City government, as well as in local,
state, and federal judiciaries.
This year, The Starr Foundation built on its previous donation with a series of scholarships to
students who are veterans pursuing a degree in the Two-Year J.D. Honors Program. Over the
years, more than 130 students have benefited directly from The Starr Foundation scholarships.
The generosity of The Starr Foundation has aided other aspects of the NYLS community, enabling
the launch, in 1996, of the Center for International Law which supports teaching and research
in international law. The Foundation also made a donation to endow the C.V. Starr Professor of
the Law of International Trade and Finance. The Center annually conducts conferences and
symposia, including the C.V. Starr Lecture Series, which brings together business professionals,
legal practitioners, and national and international public figures. Speakers at the Center have
included the Secretary-General of the United Nations; a Nobel laureate; a former Director of Legal
Affairs of the World Trade Organization; a distinguished justice of the Constitutional Court of South
Africa; a former United States Secretary of the Treasury; and numerous other prominent academics
and practitioners. Topics have included global migration; the International Criminal Court; the
European Court of Justice; the Appellate Body of the World Trade Organization; Latin American
financing; the Russian securities markets; the introduction of the Euro; and the compatibility of
world trade and the environment.
ABOUT Maurice R. (Hank) Greenberg ‘50
Hank Greenberg ‘50 attended New York Law School on the G.I. Bill and went
on to become Chairman and CEO of American International Group, Inc. (AIG).
He currently serves as chairman and CEO of C.V. Starr & Co., Inc. Greenberg
has been a member of the NYLS Board of Trustees since 1969, serving as
Trustee Emeritus since 1984. In 1972, the Law School awarded him an
honorary degree, and in 1981 he received the Distinguished Alumni Award.
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NYLS students graduate with the legal skills, knowledge, and professional values
needed to advance justice, make meaningful contributions to society, and achieve
professional success.

2015–2016 Progress Update
Academic Initiatives
n

n

n

Student Engagement. The Law School’s Student-Faculty Engagement Program—designed to introduce 1L
students to the broad range of intellectual interests at NYLS, and to explore specific study areas with faculty
specialists—offered a series of small group discussions and workshops on a variety of current law topics,
scholarly research projects, and career development. Topics included: “Deflate Gate: Tom Brady and the
Patriots—the scandal that never happened but won’t go away”; “Surreptitious Photography into New York
Apartments”; “Gay Marriage and the Supreme Court”; Upper-Level Writing Electives; The Financial Services
Industry and NYLS; Intellectual Property and Patent Law; Advocacy Skills; “New York City Government:
How It Really Works”; “The ‘Googlization’ of Legal Research”; an Overview of the Clinical and Experiential
Learning program; “What’s Happening in NYC Real Estate Today”; and a discussion of how to pursue the
road less travelled “Daring to Choose the Career You Actually Want.” The program wrapped up the year with
a spaghetti dinner for 1L students and faculty.
 ean’s Leadership Council (DLC). The DLC—a group of student academic leaders who each demonstrated
D
exemplary performance in the first semester of their first year of study—provides an opportunity for
members to participate in a series of special dialogues with faculty, alumni, and members of the wider legal
community to tackle some of the biggest legal and policy issues facing the City, the nation, and beyond.
The group also participates in a leadership retreat and meets with leaders of City agencies to discuss and
offer suggestions on real-world issues facing the agencies. This year’s retreat featured Matthew Gewolb,
Legislative Director of the New York City Council. In addition, the students met with Michael Angelo
Costa ’81, an NYLS Trustee, who authored the book Never Be Wrong Again: Four Steps to Making Better
Decisions in Work and Life (2015).
 wo-Year J.D. Honors Program Update. In January, NYLS welcomed its second Two-Year J.D. Honors
T
Program class. The program offers students a degree in two years instead of the typical three, and costs
two-thirds of a three-year degree program. In its second year, the program continues to feature students
from impressive academic and professional backgrounds including graduates from Princeton University
and NYU. The Honors students enjoy the benefits of an accelerated program of study, and the ability to
participate in clinics and externships as well as critical co-curricular activities including Law Review, Moot
Court, Trial Competition Team, and Dispute Resolution Team. The members of the 2015 inaugural class will
graduate in December 2016, after 24 months of continuous study. After the February bar, they will benefit
from a guaranteed bridge-to-practice fellowship.
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spotlight
THE NEW NYLS CURRICULUM – THINK B.I.G.
The evolving legal marketplace has continuously informed NYLS’s path forward. NYLS’s view is
that the legal marketplace in New York, and globally, is centered on three key sectors: Business and
Financial Services; Intellectual Property, Media, Technology, and Applied Sciences; and Government
and Public Interest. NYLS’s curriculum embraces these three sectors, and because of the location of
its campus, is uniquely positioned to offer its students an array of dynamic opportunities.
In its 2013 Strategic Plan, NYLS established a priority to align the curriculum with student goals and
the needs of the market. To that end, NYLS faculty undertook a comprehensive curriculum review.
A restructured curriculum was adopted in April 2016 and is effective for the fall 2016 semester. It
is a more structured and consistent course of study rooted in the premise that an evolving legal
profession demands an evolving legal curriculum. It also reflects recent requirements for experiential
learning and achievement of core competencies placed on law schools by the American Bar
Association and the New York State Court of Appeals, respectively. In addition, the new curriculum
provides a solid foundation of legal knowledge and skills for graduates taking the Uniform Bar Exam
(UBE) administered for the first time in New York in July 2016, as well as other bar exams across the
country. This new curriculum, in concert with other new initiatives supporting bar study, is keenly
focused on helping graduates pass the bar exam in greater numbers.

THINK

at NYLS

Business and Financial Services – New York City is the world’s
capital, and NYLS is located in Lower Manhattan, the City’s heart.
Boasting substantial relationships with leaders in business and
financial services, real estate, and tax, NYLS gives its students the
opportunity to literally walk from the classroom to Wall Street to
engage in a wide range of invaluable practical training opportunities.

Intellectual Property and Technology – NYLS supports the growth

Pathways:
Corporate Transactions and Governance
Financial Services and Compliance
Health Care Management and
Compliance
International Business
Real Estate
Tax
Trusts and Estates

of technology, media, applied sciences, and the protection of
intellectual property rights, by developing a diverse pipeline of legal
talent to serve in these areas. Through NYLS’s Innovation Center for
Law and Technology, students work to address complex issues and
opportunities presented by the innovation economy in their classes,
clinics, externships, and extracurricular programming.

IP/Copyright and Trademark
Media, Entertainment, Fashion, Sports
Patent
Tech/Privacy

Government and Public Interest Law – NYLS leverages its proximity

Civil Rights
Criminal Defense
Criminal Prosecution
Family Law
Government/Public Sector
Immigration
International Law/Human Rights
Labor and Employment

to City Hall, government agencies, the courts, and legal services
organizations, to provide unparalleled experiential learning opportunities
for students. Our alumni are high-ranking officials at every level of
city, state, and federal government and they return to NYLS to serve
as adjunct faculty, mentors, and program advisors. NYLS also has a
long-standing commitment to public service law, providing essential
community-based legal services through its Impact Center for Public
Interest Law. Within every niche of government and public interest law,
students are able to connect with and learn from NYLS alumni.
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spotlight
THE NEW Core Curriculum at NYLS
1L
All New York Law School students start their legal education with “Introduction to the American
Legal System,” a “first week” intensive course about the role of law in modern society. Students
continue their study with the following first year subjects: Civil Procedure, Contracts, Criminal
Law, Property, and Torts. The year-long “Legal Practice” course gives students the opportunity to
develop a broad range of skills in context: legal reasoning and analysis; predictive legal writing; legal
research; client interviewing; persuasive legal writing; oral advocacy; counseling; and negotiation.
2L/3LE
In the second year, students complete: Constitutional Law (two semesters); Corporations; Evidence;
Professional Responsibility; and a rigorous upper level research and writing experience. During 2L
and 3L/4LE year, students also complete two or three courses which are essential foundations for
practice, and which are frequently tested on the Uniform Bar Exam: Commercial Law; Criminal
Procedure: Investigation; Family Law; and Wills, Trusts, and Future Interests. Also beginning 2L
year, students construct their personal paths from a broad array of elective courses organized under
three primary practice area umbrellas: Business and Financial Services; Intellectual Property, Media,
Technology, and Applied Sciences; Government and Public Interest.
3L/4LE
In the final year, students continue to develop substantive knowledge and practical skills through
a combination of rigorous elective courses, more than 20 clinics, externships with law offices and
members of the judiciary, and co-curricular programs (like the award-winning Moot Court and the
Dispute Resolution Teams). In addition, a new two-course sequence featuring substantive review
and practice in analytic techniques is offered to prepare all students for the Uniform Bar Exam.

Student Achievements
n

n

n

n

The Dispute Resolution Team members benefit from training and supervision offered by expert practitioners
in negotiation, mediation and arbitration. The team achieved significant milestones this past year, including
First place in the “Best Individual Mediator” category and Second place in the “Best Mediator Team”
category at the International Academy of Dispute Resolution (INADR) Northeastern Invitational
Mediation Tournament; second place overall in the NYSBA/AAA Arbitration Competition; “Best New
School” in INADR Mediation Competition; and third Place in the Fordham Basketball Negotiation
Competition.
T
 he Law Review held one of the most successful symposia in its history this year, “Storming the Court:
25 Years after H.C.C. v Sale,” a gathering of key individuals involved in this case which concerned the rights
of prisoners from Haiti detained at Guantanamo Bay. Guests included Judge Sterling Johnson (Eastern
District, NY), U.S. Senator Chris Coons (D-DE), and Professors Ray Brescia (Albany Law School) and Harold
Koh (Yale Law School).
 tudents in the Moot Court Association produced two complex fact patterns for the NYLS competitions,
S
and student teams competed around the country. At the Wechsler Criminal Law Moot Court Competition
at SUNY Buffalo Law School Joshua Satter 3L and Kevin Timpone 3L, and student coach Brian Noel 4LE,
advanced to the semi-finals and won Best Respondent’s Brief. Other teams advanced to the octo- and
quarter finals at competitions around the country.
T
 he Trial Competition Team earned third place in the Queens County District Attorney’s 2015 Mock Trial
Competition. Team members included Jakub Brodowski 3LE, Andray Cleghorn 3L, Morio Feldman 3L,
and Michael Gioia 3LE. They were coached by Michael Cirigliano ‘11, Robert Galantucci ’70, and Sean
Campbell ’15. In addition, Kelsey Dickman 3L, Daniel Opatut 3L, Jason Singer 4LE, and Jeffrey Wolber
3L competed in the National Student Trial Advocacy Competition. The team also held intramural closing
argument and trial competitions.
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Focus on academic Centers

n

n

n

The Center for Business and Financial Law provides students with a rigorous and integrated
approach to skills and practical training in corporate, commercial, and financial law. This year, the Center
organized an all-day conference on FinTech which featured more than 20 speakers from major financial
institutions and high-profile startups. Nearly 300 attendees discussed technology’s influence on the financial
services industry. The Center also continued several ongoing projects, and started new ones, focused on
business, financial, and regulatory topics including supply and professional services agreements, and the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. To enhance student career paths, the Center held an alumni entrepreneurship
panel focused on legal technology startups, and organized several lunch workshops to develop handson skills in areas such as securities arbitration and drafting high-yield covenants. Center students also
participated in the National Transactional LawMeet, entering a competition that involved a mergers and
acquisition deal. Based on their work with the Center, two students received scholarships from a major
securities industry group.

The Impact Center for Public Interest Law is committed to using the formidable power of
law and legal education to advance social justice and to have a positive impact on the public interest,
promote the practice of public interest law, and expand the role of public interest law in the professional
development of NYLS students. This year, the Center sponsored more than a dozen events including a daylong symposium on civil rights and access to justice, and a series of four social justice-themed CLE and
networking events called “Impact Thursdays.” The Center also published a second volume of the journal,
Impact: Collected Essays on Expanding Access to Justice. In addition, the Center students worked on
a U.S. Supreme Court amicus brief in Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin; represented unaccompanied
immigrant children in immigration court; engaged in law-related education for New York City school children;
and successfully represented low-income individuals who had been denied marriage licenses.

 he Innovation Center for Law and Technology is a cross-disciplinary program that focuses
T
on the study of technology, law, and society and engages with the Law School community to help drive
the innovation economy and promote justice and equality. In the past year, the Center launched the
Tyler Clementi Institute for CyberSafety, a groundbreaking program that includes a first-of-its-kind pro
bono law school clinic representing victims of cyberharassment. The Center also was involved in several
conferences, including co-hosting a symposium with the New York Law School Law Review that explored
how modern technology exposes artists to new opportunities and dangers, and hosted the sixth Internet
Law Scholars Work-in-Progress Symposium involving emerging issues in law and the Internet. Through
the IP and Patent Law Lunch series, the Tech Talks series, and a range of Master Classes, Center students
and alumni developed practical knowledge and built networks to help advance their careers. In the coming
year, the Center’s new Cyberharassment Clinic will start representing its first clients, and the Fashion
Law Initiative will help educate the next generation of lawyers in fashion law.
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 he Center for International Law celebrated its 20th Anniversary by hosting several events,
T
including programs on governance in global legal practice, international disaster law, contractual practice
in Japan, and the costs and benefits of the right to counsel in Israel. As part of the Law School’s 125th
Anniversary, the Center organized a workshop surveying the last 125 years of international law. In addition,
Center students competed in both the Willem C. Vis International Commercial Arbitration Moot, and
the Philip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition where their memorial placed in the top
10 in the northeast regional. The London Summer Program continued to provide students direct exposure
to international law, including visits to solicitor and barrister offices.

The Center for New York City Law marked its 21st year with eight CityLaw Breakfast events,
including the Second Annual Civic Fame Awards. The popular breakfasts draw large crowds to hear and
discuss timely topics, averaging 200 attendees and featuring guest speakers such as NYC Department of
City Planning Chair Carl Weisbrod, NYPD Police Commissioner William J. Bratton, and Eastern District U.S.
Attorney Robert Capers. The Center also organized popular CLE events, including seminars on topics such
as ethics, property tax, and lobbying law, and continued to publish the widely-subscribed CityLaw journal—
written substantially by NYLS students, with coordination by student production leaders Danielle Librandi
3L and Rachel Blackhurst 2L—and the online CityLand publication which provided in-depth coverage of
NYC’s affordable housing initiatives and other land use issues. The Center continued to maintain CityAdmin,
a free online research library of NYC administrative decisions from 28 City agencies.

 he Center for Real Estate Studies provides students an opportunity to study both the private and
T
public aspects of real estate practice, including topics such as financing and development, environmental
sustainability, affordable housing, residential and commercial mortgage markets, and public costs and
social justice issues arising from development. In the past year, the Center convened a number of events,
including two public breakfast forums: “The Keys to the Future of New York City Real Estate,” and “The
Expanding Footprint of Chinese Investment in NYC Real Estate.” The Center also held networking sessions
and master classes with industry leaders to connect students to career opportunities in the real estate
sector. The Rooftops Project held its sixth annual symposium geared toward executives, staff, board
members, volunteers, and advisers of not-for-profit organizations on issues related to real estate, with record
attendance. For the fifth year in a row, the Center participated in the WX New York Executive Women in
Real Estate Scholarship and Mentorship Program resulting in an award to Elizabeth Stevens 3L, for
her demonstrated interest and commitment to the NYC real estate industry, her outstanding academic
performance, and her potential for a future leadership role.
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NYLS students and alumni have a wide range of opportunities in the law and lawrelated professions, including: business and financial services; government and
public interest; and intellectual property, media, technology, and applied sciences.

2015–2016 Progress Update
Career Opportunities, Legal Training, and Pro Bono
n

n

n

n

n

 or the Class of 2015, 88.6 percent of the 352 graduates were employed 10 months after graduation, and
F
69 percent had obtained long-term, full-time J.D.-required or J.D.-Advantage employment. Of the State’s 15
law schools, NYLS had the seventh largest number of jobs held by recent law graduates. This year marks
the third year in a row of increasing graduate employment.
 rom the Class of 2015, 20 graduates received offers to clerk for federal or state court judges, making NYLS
F
third in the State for the number of graduates placed into these positions.
 rom the Class of 2016, 13 graduates participated in a new Advocacy Certificate Program earning
F
certifications in civil, criminal, or appellate advocacy.
 YLS continues to offer two longstanding Externship Programs: the Judicial Externship in which students
N
receive credit for working closely with judges and their clerks at local courthouses, and the Law Office
Externship in which students work with practicing attorneys. This past year, 85 students participated in
these externships.
 his year the innovative Pro Bono Scholars program continued, enabling students to sit for the NY State
T
Bar Exam in February, rather than July, and devote their last semester of study to pro bono service. NYLS
had six students participate.

spotlight
SPOTLIGHT ON STUDENTS
In February 2016, Carlos Valenzuela 3L (pictured above left) was one of 25 students nationally
honored in The National Jurist’s preLaw magazine inaugural “Law Student of the Year” feature.
Carlos demonstrated outstanding academic performance as well as commitment to co-curricular
activities such as the Safe Passage Project. He was also a member of the Dean’s Leadership Council
and participated in a variety of programs that serve to enrich the lives of those who may not otherwise
have access to legal services. He was active in the Latin American Law Students Association, the
American Immigration Lawyers Association, and was a teaching assistant for first-year students.
He was a New York State Pro Bono Scholar and is now serving a prestigious fellowship with the
Immigrant Justice Corps.
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spotlight
The Plumeri Center:
An Overview of Clinics, Cases, and Clients
The Joe Plumeri Center for Social Justice and Economic Opportunity,
dedicated in November 2015, is home to NYLS’s law firm which provides free
high-quality legal services to New York City’s diverse, low income, and veteran
populations who would otherwise be unable to afford legal representation.
Made possible by a generous gift from Joe and Susan Plumeri—the largest
donation ever to support practical training at a U.S. law school—the Center
is home to the Law School’s clinical and experiential learning programs and
provides ground level access to a reception area for clients, private rooms for
attorney-client meetings, study space for students, private work areas, and a state-of-the art digital
simulation center for student skills training.
In 2015–16, there were more than 950 student enrollments in clinical, experiential, or skills training
programs within the Center, providing more than 17,000 hours of service to nearly 200 clients.
Clinics At-A-Glance: 2015–16
Following are highlights reflecting the work that NYLS students did as participants of clinical programs
to help clients and to gain valuable experience toward fulfilling their career aspirations.
n

n

n

n

The Civil Justice and National Advocacy Clinic provides students an opportunity to learn and
apply the skills of public policy and legislative advocacy. In partnership with the Center for Justice
& Democracy, students developed strategies and wrote materials to help block legislation that
would limit the rights of injured victims in class action suits. Their work included analysis of the
voting history and positions of coalition groups, observation of Senate hearings, and meetings
with key Senate staff on Capitol Hill.
The Civil Rights Clinic provides students the opportunity to engage in direct client representation
in trial and appellate litigation, writing amicus briefs, and developing advocacy campaigns. This
past year, students handled matters involving employment discrimination, reproductive freedom,
criminal justice reform, voting rights advocacy, gender equity, and food equity. In addition,
students were involved in two legal matters with far-reaching implications—one concerning
voting rights, and another concerning a race-conscious admissions program case before the
United States Supreme Court.
In partnership with the Legal Aid Society, and under the supervision of full-time faculty, students
in the Criminal Defense Clinic represent indigent defendants in misdemeanor cases. Following
a 50-hour training program, students are involved in all stages of the criminal defense process,
from arraignment through trial, including interviewing witnesses; conducting investigations;
drafting motions and memoranda of law; developing a case theory and litigation strategy; and
conducting or second-chairing hearings and trials. This past year, students handled 65 cases,
including assault, weapons and drug possession, larceny and possession of stolen property.
The Criminal Prosecution Clinics engage students in the prosecution of criminal cases in
conjunction with the Offices of both the New York County (Manhattan) and Kings County
(Brooklyn) District Attorneys. Students in Kings County participate in a 50-hour training program
along with the Criminal Defense Clinic students, after which they are involved in all stages of
the criminal process of misdemeanor cases and assist and second chair hearings and trials in
felony cases. Students in New York County participate in an intensive training program along
with newly hired assistant district attorneys, after which they prosecute misdemeanor cases
including conducting hearings on motions to suppress evidence. This past year, several students
served as second-chair in felony jury trials, and at least one conducted a jury trial. In New York
County, the students handled almost 70 cases involving matters such as trespass, shoplifting,
drug possession, theft, and unlicensed vending.
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n

In the Elder Law Clinic, students gain experience in the substantive law of guardianship and
related elder law issues, such as government benefits, health law, civil rights, trusts and estates,
poverty law, and interviewing, negotiating, and counselling. This year, students were involved in
12 guardianship proceedings and assisted in interviewing clients and witnesses; drafting court
papers; researching and preparing memos; appearing in court; interviewing and coordinating the
work of medical or social service providers; and preparing the court evaluator’s report.
In partnership with the Safe Passage Project, a nonprofit organization housed at NYLS, the
Immigration Law and Litigation Clinic trains students to screen and represent juveniles
before the Executive Office for Immigration Review. Each month students help to screen cases
at the immigration court and prepare case analysis to support the placement of cases with pro
bono attorneys. Working together with more than 400 pro bono counsels, students were directly
instrumental in aiding more than 500 children seeking asylum and other forms of humanitarian
protection. After graduating, many students remain involved in this effort—currently there are
more than 60 alumni participating in the Clinic.
In partnership with the New York Civil Liberties Union, the Legislative Advocacy Clinic
challenges students to conceptualize, plan, and implement a campaign to pass social justice
legislation in the New York City Council. This past year, students worked on two public policy
campaigns: one to raise the age of adult criminal responsibility in New York State, and another
to address the proliferation of high stakes standardized testing. Their work involved policy
research, campaign planning and organizing, and developing public education materials. The
students submitted written and oral testimony at two public hearings, and interacted with
community organizers, activists, and government representatives.
In the Mediation Clinic, students act as mediators for cases in the New York County Small
Claims Court. Following a 30-hour training session, including simulated mediation exercises, each
student conducted six to eight mediations. If a case settled, the students drafted stipulations to
conclude the case. The cases typically involve a variety of issues, from construction disputes to
disagreements between neighbors, merchant and customer, or employer and employee.
In the Municipal Litigation Defense Clinic and City Law Seminar students work for the
New York City Law Department (Tort Division), defending the City in personal injury and
property damage cases against the City. The cases range from simple slip and falls, to negligent
supervision, police action, and motor vehicle accidents. Students gain litigation experience
including writing and arguing motions, and conducting depositions.
The Patent and Trademark Office Clinic provides patent prosecution services to underserved
individuals and entities enabling them to assess the value of their inventions and the potential
for obtaining patent protection. NYLS is one of a limited number of schools across the country
certified as a law school partner by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Students gain experience
in patent research, inventor interviews, preparation of a patent search report, and if applicable,
filing and prosecuting a patent application. This past year, students assisted approximately 10
clients, including officially filing a patent application.
 he Post-Conviction Innocence Clinic represents clients who have been convicted of serious
T
crimes in New York State but who present a colorable claim of innocence that cannot be proven
through DNA evidence alone. The Clinic has succeeded in obtaining reversals of convictions for
three clients over the past two years.
The Securities Arbitration Clinic represents small investors who have suffered damages due to
the negligence (or worse) of their financial advisor or brokerage firm. Students represent clients
who have lodged complaints against their brokers through securities industry self-regulatory
organizations. Clients who cannot afford to obtain legal representation come to the Clinic as
a last resort to obtain justice. This year, students reviewed 25 inquiries and represented five
investors deemed to have meritorious claims.
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 he Social Entrepreneurship Clinic provides representation to clients seeking to create,
T
or become recognized as, not-for-profit organizations dedicated to providing services to
underserved individuals and communities. Students learn transactional skills and practices such
as incorporating an entity as a not-for-profit and filing applications for tax exempt status. The
Clinic works with the Lawyers Alliance for New York, Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts, and Pro
Bono Partnership to identify clients in need.
 he Tax Planning Clinic trains students to provide tax advice, training, and research to other
T
NYLS clinics, project-based learning courses, and service projects, and prepares them to submit
commentary on proposed tax regulations to the Treasury. This year participants represented
five clients, providing advice and counsel on how to form a legal entity, how to qualify as a tax
exempt entity, and how to handle sales tax and use tax issues. Students gain valuable experience
in interviewing clients, assessing client needs, and preparing detailed client memoranda. In
addition, they keep detailed time records, as they would do in a law firm, and also learn about
business development and building client relationships.
 he Veterans Justice Clinic is a partnership with Legal Services NYC that enables students
T
to offer legal assistance to low-income veterans, while gaining a range of legal skills. Students
work on a variety of issues, including representing veterans in housing court and helping to
secure and maximize public benefits. It is a rare case where the students fail to prevent or
delay an eviction. Students also conduct client interviews, prepare immigration applications, and
attend immigration interviews. This year, students worked on approximately 30 cases, and were
instrumental in preparing for the Fourth Annual Veterans Justice Symposium.

spotlight
CLINICAL WORK: MAKING A DIFFERENCE
The Securities Arbitration Clinic (SAC) had several key cases this year which resulted in favorable
outcomes to clients and provided valuable practice for the students. In one case, students prepared
and filed an arbitration claim on behalf of an aggrieved investor. Clinic participants Josephine
Bahn 3L, Annette Cassella 2L, and Terrence Griffiths 3L interviewed the client on multiple
occasions, analyzed brokerage account statements and other relevant documents, and conducted
legal research to develop a case theory. Their work culminated in a comprehensive Statement of
Claim demonstrating that the client’s former broker churned the account to generate exorbitant
commissions. In June 2016, the team successfully negotiated a favorable settlement on behalf of
the client which allowed him to recover a substantial portion of his losses.
“I was put in touch with New York Law School through a firm in New York concerning some
losses I had in stocks. I was put in touch with Annette Casella from the School. I would have
to say that Annette was awesome! I really do mean that. She kept me informed every step of
the way. The rest of the team which consisted of Terrence Griffiths and Josephine Bahn did an
equally excellent job. I was able to reach a settlement thanks to all the hard work and patience
from the New York Law School team. I was very happy and delighted with their representation
and would recommend them to anyone.”
–SAC Client
Similarly, Clinic participants Beatrice Barenboim 2H, Abigail Dolan 4LE, and Xiaoyin Guan 3L
represented a client whose sole source of income is disability benefits. He alleged that his broker
churned his investment account to generate excess commissions. The team worked to prepare a
complex Statement of Claim on his behalf to submit to the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
(FINRA). As a result of her clinical experience, Beatrice was offered an internship with FINRA.
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NYLS supports its expert and innovative faculty in the development and promotion
of scholarship and pedagogy.

2015–2016 Progress Update
Scholarship
n

During the 2015–16 academic year, NYLS faculty members produced a wide range of scholarly work,
including authoring books, law review and journal articles, scholarly papers, and book chapters. Many faculty
also participated in events and conferences around the globe, participated on panels and in workshops,
delivered presentations, lectures, and keynote speeches, and were quoted or mentioned in articles,
programs, podcasts, and multiple social media channels.

	A catalog of the NYLS Faculty Publications, Presentations, and Media coverage is available on the NYLS
website at www.nyls.edu/faculty.
n

In fall 2015, NYLS launched a new system to
improve awareness and visibility of faculty
scholarship. NYLS Digital Commons is an online
repository to capture and showcase a wide range
of documents and materials across the institution,
including faculty publications; alumni magazines;
student viewbooks; yearbooks and newspapers;
commencement programs; historical and archival
materials; and more. Material in the Digital
Commons repository is easily searchable and
highly discoverable using common search engines.
Additionally, most materials are indexed in the
Digital Commons Network, a free discovery tool
for full-text scholarly articles used by researchers
worldwide.
Since its launch, there have been nearly 7,000
downloads by more than 1,000 educational,
commercial, and governmental organizations from
more than 120 countries. In the coming years,
NYLS will continue to add new and existing content
to the repository. You can access the NYLS Digital
Commons here: digitalcommons.nyls.edu.
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Faculty Honors and Awards

n

n

Tamara C. Belinfanti

Lung-chu Chen

Anthony W. Crowell

Stacy-Ann Elvy

Ronald H. Filler

Joanne Ingham

Arthur S. Leonard

Michael Roffer ’83

Ross Sandler

Ari Ezra Waldman

Professor Tamara C. Belinfanti received the NYLS Class of 2016 Teaching Award.
Professor Lung-chu Chen retired in May 2016 and became Professor Emeritus. In his final year of service,
Professor Chen published the third edition of his groundbreaking book, An Introduction to Contemporary
International Law, and hosted a symposium on the “U.S. – Taiwan – China Relationship in International Law
and Policy” to mark the publication of his book on the subject.

n

Dean Anthony W. Crowell was awarded the Black Law Students Association Faculty Award.

n

Professor Stacy-Ann Elvy was named a Rising Star by the New York Law Journal.

n

n

n

n

n

n

Professor Ronald H. Filler received the William E. Winter Award for Outstanding Advocate Leadership from
the University of Illinois.
Adjunct Professor Joanne Ingham received the Otto L. Walter Distinguished Writing Award for her article,
“The Practice Value of Experiential Legal Education: An Examination of Enrollment Patterns, Course
Intensity, and Career Relevance” (with Margaret Reuter).
Professor Arthur S. Leonard was honored by Cornell University Gay and Lesbian Alumni Association as its
founding member with the Siegel Award.
Michael Roffer ’83 received the Otto L. Walter Distinguished Writing Award for, The Law Book: From
Hammurabi to the International Criminal Court, 250 Milestones in the History of Law. He also received the
Joseph L. Andrews Legal Literature Award from the American Association of Law Libraries.
Professor Ross Sandler received the American Bar Association’s Jefferson B. Fordham Lifetime Achievement
Award recognizing his outstanding contributions in State and local government affairs.
Professor Ari Ezra Waldman received the Otto L. Walter Distinguished Writing Award for his article
“Privacy as Trust: Sharing Personal Information in a Networked World.” He was also recognized as a
Rising Star by the New York Law Journal, and one of the Best LGBT Lawyers under 40 by the National
LGBT Bar Association.
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spotlight
Faculty Investitures

David Chang

Stephen J. Ellmann

Nadine Strossen

Lenni Benson

Robert Blecker

Arthur S. Leonard

In 2015–16 NYLS celebrated the investiture of three faculty members.
The Investiture of David Chang as the Theodore Dwight 125th Anniversary Professor of Law
was celebrated in April 2016, in concert with the School’s 125th Anniversary celebration. The
professorship honors the memory of Theodore Dwight, the central figure in the founding of New
York Law School. Professor Chang, who has written extensively on hate crimes legislation and
the constitutionality of affirmative action policies, presented a lecture on “Debate, Deception,
and the Character of Our Communities: Reflections on Our Nation’s Political Discourse,
Illuminated by Our Law School’s Founding.”
The Investiture of Stephen J. Ellmann as the Martin Professor of Law occurred in November
2015. Professor Ellmann was recognized for his accomplishments in the legal academic world, and
his contributions to NYLS. Professor Ellmann, an award-winning author on legal ethics, an expert
in clinical legal education, constitutional law, and South African law, and the Director of the Office
of Clinical and Experiential Learning, presented a lecture on “The Practice—and Rule—of Law.”
The Investiture of Nadine Strossen as the John Marshall Harlan II Professor of Law took place
in October 2015. Professor Strossen has written, lectured, and practiced extensively in the areas
of constitutional law, civil liberties, and international human rights, and from 1991 through 2008
served as president of the American Civil Liberties Union, the first woman to head the nation’s
largest and oldest civil liberties organization. Her investiture lecture was titled “Justice Harlan’s
Enduring Importance for Current Civil Liberties Issues, from Marriage Equality to Dragnet
NSA Surveillance.”
In the coming year, NYLS will honor three more members of the faculty:
Professors Lenni Benson, Robert Blecker, and Arthur S. Leonard will be appointed to
distinguished professorships. Collectively, they have authored countless publications advancing
scholarship across several fields and have taught and mentored thousands of students. Their
deep commitment to NYLS has had an enduring institutional impact by elevating the reputation
of NYLS through their scholarly and pedagogical achievements, their tireless dedication to NYLS
students, and their efforts in shaping the development of law and policy. They have devoted
much of their careers to serving as zealous advocates for the rule of law, made significant
impacts on society, both locally and globally, and contributed mightily to the prestige of our
institution.
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NYLS fosters community engagement and partnerships that support and
advance institutional goals and those of students, faculty, alumni, and the broader
profession.

2015–2016 Progress Update
Community Engagement
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

T
 he Center for New York City Law held its Second Annual Civic Fame Awards honoring former NYC Conflicts
of Interest Board Executive Director Mark Davies, former NYC Department of Juvenile Justice General
Counsel Kay Crawford Murray, former NYC Law Department Corporation Counsel Frederick A.O. Schwarz
Jr., and former Queens Borough President Claire Shulman. Errol Louis, host of NY1’s Inside City Hall, and
a political commentator for CNN, delivered a special keynote address on civil leadership.
 YLS partnered with City & State Reports to host a series of Corporate Social Responsibility events
N
honoring top corporate citizens, including events honoring individuals and organizations from technology,
energy, utilities, real estate, housing, construction, banking, finance, and insurance. Each award event
included a thought leadership panel with high profile leaders from these industries.
 o mark the 14th anniversary of the September 11th attacks, Dean Anthony W. Crowell moderated a
T
panel discussion titled ‘The City’s Lawyers and September 11th - A Breakfast Roundtable Discussion.’ The
panelists were (titles from 2001 roles) Jeffrey D. Friedlander, Law Department; Steven Fishner, Criminal
Justice Coordinator; Marjorie Landa, Law Department; Bryan Grimaldi, Mayor’s Office; and Florence
Hutner, Law Department.
 YLS welcomed an international audience to the “Twenty Years of South African Constitutionalism”
N
symposium, an event organized and chaired by Professor Stephen J. Ellmann who has worked to raise
awareness of South African legal issues.
The Innovation Center for Law and Technology held the first annual Tyler Clementi Internet Safety
Conference gathering political leaders, policy makers, attorneys, social scientists, business leaders, teachers,
and students to discuss combatting cyberharassment in all its forms. At this conference, NYLS launched a
first-of-its-kind direct outreach pro bono initiative that will help victims of online harassment obtain justice.
NYLS welcomed former U.S. Senate Majority Leader and U.S. Special Envoy for Middle East Peace George
Mitchell as keynote speaker at the Sidney Shainwald Public Interest Lecture. Mitchell spoke about a wide
range of topics, including his career in public service, and the challenges the world faces today.
In September 2015, the Charter High School for Law and Social Justice opened. Co-Founded by
Professor Richard D. Marsico, who also serves as Board chair, the School’s mission is to provide a rigorous
high school education with an emphasis on law and social justice to underserved students.
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NYLS 125TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
Throughout the 2015–16 academic year, NYLS proudly celebrated its quasquicentennial
anniversary—125 years—marking the milestone with special activities and events to honor its
past and celebrate its future. The 125th Anniversary Celebration enabled NYLS to recognize the
accomplishments and successes of its community spanning generations and featured six themes
capturing the wide range of influences that NYLS has had—and continues to have—throughout
the legal community and beyond.
NYLS is New York’s Law School: Celebrating NYLS’s local campus and its global community,
highlighting its evolution, and showcasing its innovative spirit and commitment to excellence
in legal education.
NYLS in the Courtroom: Celebrating members of the judiciary; prosecutors and defense
counsel; litigators, mediators, and arbitrators; and landmark and noteworthy trials across the
country featuring NYLS alumni.
NYLS in the Boardroom: Celebrating NYLS in the business world: its media moguls, tech
innovators and entrepreneurs, financial services and real estate leaders, and inventors.
NYLS Around the World—125 Years of Progress: Celebrating NYLS practitioners across
the country and the globe; advancements in diversity and for women in the law; NYLS’s
international law programs and practices; and authors, artists, and sports notables.
NYLS Public Interest and Government Service: Celebrating NYLS’s contributions to public
service; promoting access to justice and serving the underserved; and its notable government
and philanthropic leaders at the local, state, and federal levels, and in the U.S. Armed Forces.
NYLS Shaping New York City and Beyond: Celebrating all things NYLS, being New York’s
law school, and connecting our pioneering past to our innovative future.
To further capture the moment—and to preserve it—NYLS produced several digital media, including
“NYLS: A Video History” which chronicles the School’s rich history and premiered at the Gala
celebration in the fall; the 125th Anniversary website, 125.nyls.edu, to continuously provide details
about events and programs associated with the anniversary; and the Alumni Around the World
digital heat map which depicts the concentration of NYLS alumni located across the United States,
and the globe, in a video format.
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Other Anniversary initiatives included:
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

A
 digital version of NYLS Heritage, an extensive telling of NYLS’s history.
 digital archive, NYLS Digital Commons (digitalcommons.nyls.edu), to provide open access to
A
the research, scholarship and intellectual product of the NYLS community and provide a permanent
home for documenting NYLS’s history.
 pecial Anniversary publications including a 125th Anniversary issue of the Alumni Magazine
S
and a special issue of the New York Law School Law Review.
 ustomized 125th Anniversary branding to build awareness and show pride. The Anniversary
C
logo adorned campus walls and entry points, elevators, exhibits, commemorative pins,
merchandise, and media displays, and was incorporated into guest ID cards and all campus
communication tools.
Distinctive street pole banners were installed around TriBeCa to recognize NYLS’s place in the
local community.
A
 “Share Your Story” blog for recording fun or memorable experiences at NYLS.
A
 n archival display in the main lobby at 185 West Broadway with a rotating series of exhibits
tied to each celebration theme.

One of the showcase events of the 125th Anniversary was the dedication of the NYLS Hall of
Judges. Planned in partnership with the NYLS Alumni Association, the Hall of Judges recognizes
more than 200 alumni who have attained one of the most respected positions in the legal
profession. Located in The Plumeri Center, the Hall of Judges recognizes active and retired judges
at all levels of the judiciary in all jurisdictions. The dedication was attended by more than 100 people
and featured comments by the Honorable Joel H. Slomsky ’70, U.S. District Court Judge for the
Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and the Honorable Marc J. Whiten ’84, Acting Supreme Court
Justice and Deputy Supervising Justice Bronx County Criminal Court. More than $10,000 was
raised from alumni and friends to fund the project. The Hall of Judges recognizes the achievements
of our alumni in the judiciary, and inspires NYLS students to pursue similar career paths.
Even the Law School’s Commencement enabled NYLS to reinforce the Anniversary theme—
the 2016 graduation ceremony was held at Carnegie Hall which was also celebrating its 125th
Anniversary. Coincidentally, NYLS held its very first Commencement exercises at Carnegie Hall
that same year of its founding in 1891.
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Alumni Engagement
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This past year, the NYLS Alumni Association, under the leadership of the Honorable Marc J. Whiten
’84, continued key programs to support the institution and its alumni, and also introduced new initiatives
and programming. In the Fall, the Association published a new mission statement, recommitting itself to
partner with the School’s administration, staff, and faculty to advance the goal of establishing NYLS as
“New York’s law school.” It also introduced a new networking event - the inaugural Fête NYLS - an alumni
mixer for social and professional networking, In the Spring, the Association raised funds to support the
Bar Pass Lunch Campaign, as well as the Hall of Judges initiative, and also initiated a Reunion AfterParty. In the coming year, it will organize more social and networking events to bring together employers,
business leaders, students, and alumni to share information, experiences, and opportunities.
In December 2015, NYLS welcomed more than 350 supporters to its 2015 Gala celebrating the 125th
Anniversary of the School’s founding. Board Chair Arthur N. Abbey ’59 hosted the event which honored Joe
Plumeri ’15 (Hon.) and Norman J. Radow ’81, both of whom spoke about the opportunities NYLS provided
them. The Gala raised more than $825,000 for the Annual Fund, which supports student scholarships,
faculty research, and NYLS’s academic centers.

In April 2016, NYLS held the third Annual Scholarship Benefit Dinner hosted by Gerald C. Crotty ’76.
The event, which raised more than $750,000 toward student scholarships, featured Celebrity Chef Tom
Schaudel and the award-winning wines of Sparkling Pointe donated by its owner, NYLS Trustee Cynthia G.
Senko Rosicki ’86. Two students, Jessica Bibby 2L and Daniel Oquendo 2LE, participated in the program,
sharing their stories of how NYLS—with the assistance of generous scholarship donors—is helping them
achieve their goals.
This year, NYLS received contributions from more than 130 donors to support the Bar Pass Lunch Campaign,
an annual program providing free boxed lunches and eating space for NYLS’s recent graduates taking the
New York State Bar Exam at the Javits Center in Manhattan. The program was the first program of its kind
among law schools, and was designed to make the bar exam a little less stressful.
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NYLS fulfills its commitment as “New York’s law school” by contributing to the
vitality of New York City and beyond as a provider of quality legal education, new
opportunities, and service to a broad community.

2015–2016 Progress Update
Campus Life
n

n

n

n

T
 his past year, NYLS continued its effort to improve support for students across key areas of the School
including academic planning, career development, student life and student engagement, and bar exam
preparation. The centrally located Student Hub area of campus is now a convenient one-stop-shop for
these critical services.
T
 his year marked the second year of NYLS’s relationship with the University of Rochester’s Simon Business
School, providing a unique co-locational arrangement that offers a New York City base for the upstate
school’s graduate programs. It remains the only co-located law school and business school in New York
City. In the coming year, NYLS will continue to explore co-location arrangements with other undergraduate
institutions, providing mutually-beneficial arrangements which can open doors to opportunities for new law
school candidates, as well as networking and career possibilities for current students and alumni.
During the summer of 2016, NYLS became a teacher training campus for the Success Academy Charter
School. In concert with regular day-to-day operations serving the existing NYLS community, the Academy
optimized the otherwise low occupancy of the campus during late summer, and put the state-of-theart facility into full use for training administrators and instructors for its upcoming academic year. The
arrangement was mutually beneficial to both institutions.
 n the morning of Friday, February 5, 2016, a 565-foot tall construction crane being used for work at 60
O
Hudson Street (located across West Broadway from campus), fell as it was being secured due to strong
winds. The crane fell east along Worth Street causing the death of a pedestrian, crushing vehicles parked in
its path, and causing damage to the facade and roof of the NYLS Worth Street buildings. After the area was
secured, NYLS became the central point of command for NYC’s emergency response, accommodating
the deployment of hundreds of firefighters, EMS, buildings officials, and other law enforcement agencies.
Normal operations resumed at NYLS on the following Monday morning, however, during the response
activity, and for days thereafter, NYLS served as a community anchor during this challenging event.
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NYLS operates efficiently to increase affordability for students and to provide the
NYLS community a lifetime of rewarding programs and services.

2015–2016 Progress Update
Enrollment and Tuition
n

n

n

Tuition remains stabilized, with no increase since 2012 and no increase for the 2016–17 academic year.
First-year enrollment has increased to 315 students for the 2016–17 academic year, from 305 students in 2015–16
and 245 students in 2014–15.
Incoming student academic credentials continue to trend upward. For the class entering fall 2016, the median
GPA is 3.31 compared to 3.24 in 2015–16 and 3.13 in 2014–15, and the median LSAT score was 152 for the
second year in a row, an increase compared to the two prior years.

Fiscal Responsibility and Staff Development
n

n

n

n

n

In January 2016, NYLS completed a debt restructuring transaction creating the foundation for a sound long
term financial plan. The transaction eliminated all NYLS variable rate debt, the need to obtain letters of
credit, and a costly swap. The transaction reduces debt service costs and provides for a predictable level
of expenses. In addition, NYLS reduced operating expenses by more than 30 percent over the last three
years by renegotiating vendor contracts, reducing fringe benefit costs, and reducing employee levels while
maintaining service to students, faculty, and alumni.
T
 he Dean’s Roundtable for Staff Advancement continued to provide a forum for staff to offer ideas and
feedback for administrative and department improvements, and to promote and maintain an environment
where every team member can participate in the life of the institution.
Dean Anthony W. Crowell conducted several Staff Town Hall Meetings to provide briefings on institutional
issues including budget and finance, student outcomes, admissions, fundraising, and operations.
 taff accomplishments and milestone years of service were celebrated at the annual Staff Recognition
S
Luncheon and Rooftop Picnic, where 20 staff members who had more than five years of service were
recognized, including the extraordinary contributions of Susan D’Ambra, Norman Dawkins, and Kitty
Montanez, each of whom have more than 25 years of service at NYLS.
This past year, NYLS continued to introduce programs for administration and staff development including:
a Professional Development Summer Series providing onsite training for popular software programs; a
monthly Health and Wellness newsletter and a walking lunch group to foster a well community; an annual
flu shot event; a Lunch and Learn wellness seminar series and a Wellness Challenge that emphasized
important health concepts; and financial retirement account counseling and Medicare Wellness Seminars to
provide educational information on matters critical to staff and their families.
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